Press Release, Copenhagen, 14 August 2020

CHART 2020 announces de-centred programme
76 artists presented by 28 galleries across five Nordic capitals. CHART launches its
de-centred programme of exhibitions, talks and events taking place in each
participating gallery from 28-30 August, marking the eighth edition of the annual
Nordic event for contemporary art.
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Adapting to a changed reality in light of the global pandemic, CHART moves from its home venue of
Charlottenborg in Copenhagen into 28 of the leading art galleries across the Nordic capitals; Copenhagen,
Helsinki, Oslo, Reykjavík, and Stockholm. Each gallery presents their CHART exhibitions and hosts talks and
events in their own gallery spaces during 28 - 30 August.
The full programme is now online at chartartfair.com.
In a strong collective statement, all participating galleries are showing 100% women artists to highlight the
structural challenge of gender imbalance in the art industry. With no significant change to this challenge over the
past years, CHART dedicates this year’s edition to push for a better-balanced art market.
Collective activities in a de-centred format
“This year has turned everything upside down and as we have adapted it has been a huge inspiration to see how
the participating galleries have come together to collaborate and to confront a difficult situation as colleagues

rather than competitors. I truly believe this is the way forward, to sustain and develop the art scene collectively
for the good of all,” says Nanna Hjortenberg, Director of CHART.
In CHART’s new de-centred format the participating galleries are teaming up and some are uniting their local
exhibitions. In Reykjavík i8 Gallery, Hverﬁsgallerí and BERG Contemporary present a collective exhibition in the
gallery space of BERG Contemporary. In Helsinki a guided curator-lead tour is organised between Galerie
Anhava, Galerie Forsblom, Galleria Heino and Helsinki Contemporary. In Copenhagen Berlin-based Persons
Projects presents a pop-up exhibition at Fotografisk Center, and Vienna-based Croy Nielsen moves into a
temporary space in Copenhagen’s Meatpacking District joining forces with local galleries V1 Gallery, Gether
Contemporary and Galleri Bo Bjerggaard.
Throughout the CHART weekend local audiences are encouraged to circulate between galleries and participate
in events and talks, whilst adhering to social distancing guidelines. To follow local capacity restrictions all events
require sign-up.
Online programme and live-streamed performances
In the entire month of August CHART presents a social media programme with exclusive artist studio visits,
instagram takeovers and live talks to get behind the scenes and explore the participating artists’ practices.
During CHART audiences across distances can connect with the programme through live-streamed
performances. In Oslo, Apichaya Wanthiang (TH) and Anna Daniell (NO) will perform their first ever piece
together at Galleri Brandstrup. In Stockholm, Anastasia Ax (SE) presents a brutal and destructive performance
at Gallery Steinsland Berliner, and in Copenhagen, Lilibeth Cuenca Rasmussen (DK) performs her piece
‘Gynophobia’ at Andersen’s.
A lasting testament to the artists
In total 76 artists participate in this year’s CHART presenting a cross section of the practices active on the
Nordic art scene. Ranging from emerging profiles such as Mandy El-Sayegh (UK), Nanna Abell (DK), Sif Itona
Westerberg (SE), and Urara Tsuchiya (JP), to the more established Ane Graff (NO), Frida Orupabo (NO), Clare
Woods (UK) and Nina Beier (DK) and the internationally acclaimed Roni Horn (US), Mamma Andersson (SE) and
Tacita Dean (UK).
“With our curatorial decision to present women artists we have undoubtedly pushed the limits of how an art fair
can impact the art scene and market and we have carefully considered how to create lasting effect and value for
the participating artists. Unable to unite the works in a collective presentation as we normally do, we’ve
produced a book that gathers the participating artists in critical articles and essays by international writers,
bringing new perspectives on the contemporary art scene in the Nordics and beyond”, says Nanna Hjortenberg,
Director of CHART
The 200-page publication with newly commissioned writings from 21 voices from across the art world will be
released in the lead up to CHART. Writers and contributors include Jennifer Higgie (Frieze Magazine), Kenny
Schachter (Artnet), Christian Viveros-Fauné (The New Yorker, Art Review, ArtNews), Valeria Napoleone
(Collector and Art Patron), Gitte Ørskou (Moderna Museet, Stockholm) and Zoé Whitley (Chisenhale Gallery,
London).
The publication will be freely available in a digital version 21 August 2020 on www.chartartfair.com.
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Exhibiting Galleries
Andersen's (DK), Galleri Bo Bjerggaard (DK), BORCH Editions (DK), Croy Nielsen (DK/AT), Edition Copenhagen
(DK), Gether Contemporary (DK), Martin Asbæk Gallery (DK), Galleri Nicolai Wallner (DK), Nils Stærk (DK),
Persons Projects (FI/DE), SPECTA (DK), Galleri Susanne Ottesen (DK), V1 Gallery (DK), Galerie Anhava (FI),
Galerie Forsblom (FI), Galleria Heino (FI), Helsinki Contemporary (FI), Galleri Brandstrup (NO), Golsa (NO), OSL
contemporary (NO), BERG Contemporary (IS), Hverfisgallerí (IS), i8 (IS), Galleri Andersson/Sandström (SE),
Cecilia Hillström Gallery (SE), Galleri Magnus Karlsson (SE), Galerie Nordenhake (SE), Gallery Steinsland Berliner
(SE).
Exhibiting Artists
A K Dolven (NO), Anastasia Ax (SE), Andrea Büttner (DE), Ane Graff (NO), Anna Bjerger (SE), Anna Daniell (NO),
Anna Fro Vodder (DK), Anne-Karin Furunes (NO), Anni Leppälä (FI), Apichaya Wanthiang (TH), Arna Óttarsdóttir
(IS), B. Ingrid Olson (US), Birke Gorm (DE), Brigitte Waldach (DE), Camilla Vuorenmaa (FI), Candida Höfer (DE),
Carmen Herrera (CU/US), Chantal Joffe (UK), Charlotte Brüel (DK), Chiharu Shiota (JP), Clare Woods (UK), Darja
Bajagić (ME), Ditte Ejlerskov (DK) & EvaMarie Lindahl (SE), Dominique Gonzales-Foerster (FR), Eeva Karhu (FI),
Elina Brotherus (FI), Elizabeth Peyton (US), Emma Helle (FI), Essi Kuokkanen (FI), Eva Schlegel (AT), Frances
Goodman (ZA), Frida Orupabo (NO), Guðný Rósa Ingimarsdóttir (IS), Hanna Hansdotter (SE), Harpa Árnadóttir
(IS), Hildur Bjarnadóttir (IS), Hulda Stefándóttir (IS), Janaina Tschäpe (DE), Johanna Karlsson (SE), Katharina
Grosse (DE), Katharina Sieverding (CZ/DE), Kriistina Uusitalo (FI), Lillibeth Cuenca Rasmussen (DK), Lisa
Jonasson (SE), Maija Luutonen (FI), Mamma Andersson (SE), Mandy El-Sayegh (UK), Margét H. Blöndal (IS),
Maria Rubinke (DK), Marie Lund (DK), Marie Søndergaard Lolk (DK), Mona Hatoum (PS), Nanna Abell (DK), Niina
Vatanen (FI), Nina Beier (DK), Pernille With Madsen (DK), Rauha Mäkilä (FI), Rina Banerjee (IN), Roni Horn (US),
Sandra Kantanen (FI), Sanna Kannisto (FI), Sara-Vide Ericson (SE), Sif Itona Westerberg (DK), Sigrid Sandström
(SE), Siri Elfhag (SE), Steina (IS), Tacita Dean (UK), Teea Saanio (FI), Tiina Itkonen (FI), Trine Søndergaard (DK),
Ulla Jokisalo (FI), Urara Tsuchiya (JP), Wangechi Mutu (KE), Ylva Carlgren (SE).

Notes to Editors
CHART is the leading event for contemporary art and design in the Nordic region. Based in Copenhagen,
CHART is committed to exploring new frontiers in art and design and celebrating artistic practices as an
important reservoir for rethinking society and connecting individuals.
Since its foundation in 2013 by Galleri Susanne Ottesen, Andersen’s, Galleri Bo Bjerggaard, David Risley Gallery
and V1 Gallery, CHART has strived to challenge the boundaries and experience of a traditional art event. By
bringing together the entire ecosystem of the art world, from young talents, professionals and institutions, to
established galleries and artists, CHART encourages collaborations and fosters new relationships.
CHART is a non-profit organization.

